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Introduction
This advisory provides useful information for installation of Joy Gardens products. This advisory describes procedures
in general terms. Should situations occur requiring a higher degree of expertise, you are encouraged to contact Joy
Gardens and seek our experience.

Having Joy installed for you
Installing Joy is relatively easy. You can follow this step by step installation guide or check an instructional video on
our website to install your very own artificial lawn. If you are not able to do this yourself or don’t have time for it,
you can always have our Joy installation service install it for you. By doing this you will also have a warranty on the
installation besides the 10 year warranty on Joy.

Enjoy longer: use sand
Sand filled grasses have a far better natural look and a longer durability. The sand quantity is dependant on how
extensive you want to use the grass, were it will be installed and what kind of look you want to create. But it gives a
lot more advantages then just the look:

Our Vision
“Most people would rather enjoy a glass of wine in their garden rather than having
to mow, water, fertilise or trim. That is why we have developed top quality artificial
grass products which not only look natural but feel amazingly soft. Joy Gardens
produce beautiful grass for every garden.”

- Sand fill gives better support to the yarn, making them stay upright and giving it a more natural look.
- It applies extra weight, making your grass stay in place.
- Increases fire safety.
- Sand filled grasses can be used more intensively
It is therefor advisable to use about 6-12kg/m2 infill sand – dependant on the type of grass you are using. You can
find an overview of these amounts of infill sands on the product pages of our website.
It is important when using infill sand that it meets specific quality requirements. In order to apply for our warranty
you always want to use standard quarts sand. Other sands are sharp and will damage your grass.

Joy everywhere
®

Joy is excellently suited for installation on hard surfaces such as concrete (balconies), bitumen (roofs), etc. It is
imperative that the hard surface has proper drainage and is level. When you suspect the base will not provide
sufficient drainage, you should engage our Joy installation service for this.
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Installation Plan

Joy Quantity

Install Geo-Textile (optional)

Unrolling And Cutting

To avoid unnecessary joints (glued joints) it is advisable to design a
plan showing the number of roll meters required for the specified
area, before you cut and unroll the Joy grass product at the site.
When Joy is unrolled the fibers are initially leveled in one (pile)
direction. It is imperative when installing Joy on areas broader than
4 meters (i.e. laying several rolls in parallel) that pile directions are
the same. It is advisable to lay pile direction so that it points to the
customers favorite vantage point; generally the (main) terrace.

The image clearly shows that from roll 3 (standard 4 meters wide) a
strip has been cut out which is used elsewhere during the installation
and should not automatically be discarded as waste. In this example,
the quantity of Joy to be delivered comes to number of meters per
roll multiplied by roll width. Please allow for waste and always take
measurements to avoid coming up short.

Installing a pressure equalizing fabric (geo textile) under the artificial
grass (on top of the sand bed or crushed rock base) brings several
benefits. It equalizes the pressure during installation thus reducing
the risk of damaging the leveled base. It also protect the carpet
backing to get damage from the crushed rocks over time.

Unroll Joy across the base. (avoid as best you can a sliding with the
artificial grass when unrolling, to prevent uneven spots in the leveled
sand bed.) Make sure that all strips of artificial grass are placed in the
same pile direction and allow for an overlap of about 10 cm to make
the joints.

Tip: Clearly state the gross volume of artificial grass you need to
use. You would tend to calculate on the basis of net area, potentially
resulting in coming just a little bit short with your supply of Joy.

With a fabric on top the artificial grass slides more smoothly across
the base material. Plus, it provides a clean surface on which to create
joints (sand free artificial grass) and the grass cutter moves more
easily across the underlying surface. It also prevents against wheats
and roots.

Allow for a small overlap along the perimeter (about 10 cm) to
make sure that the artificial grass shows properly over the curbing.
Cut the sides to size exactly following the contours of the curbing.
Depending on curbing type and type of contours (e.g. curves), there
are a number of methods. Artificial grass may be cut best from the
back.
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The base

Curbing

Creating joints

Sand fill (optional)

Joy must be installed on a base that: is sufficiently stable; has
sufficient bearing capacity; is perfectly level; has proper drainage.
On a loam or clay base we recommend an extra layer of crushed rock
with road base on top for enhanced water drainage and stability.
Such ground always presents a risk of subsequent subsidence.

The most perfect result is obtained by installing curbing, with the
base 3 cm below curb edge. This way the artificial grass is securely
enclosed, while still showing properly over the curbing. Curbing can
be made of all kinds of materials (stone, concrete, plastic, hardwood,
metal, etc.). Also when grass is installed on balconies, curbing is
required to achieve the effect of clean lines. Curbing also serves to
prevent that fill sand washes out.

To create a centre seam, first make a clean cut along the sides of the
artificial grass mat. Sides are made of black backing fabric sticking
out generally about 5 to 10 cm on both sides. Make a clean cut along
the sides between the first and second rows of grass fibers, using a
sharp Stanley tool. Now you can cut at the back, because the fiber
row provides a clear guideline.

Before starting to apply the sand fill, make sure the fibers of Joy
are upright; this will make the sand sink to the bottom more easily.
During warmer weather the fibers will already be upright after giving
the grass some time to relax in the sun. Both grass and sand must be
dry in order to get the sand properly distributed. Wet sand or wet
grass hamper the fill work, because wet sand sticks to the tops of the
grass fibers. Fill work is best done using a special sand or fertilizer
drop spreader.
Apply a first layer of white sand and rake the sand into the grass
using a rake with curved tines. Rake against pile direction. Use a stiff
broom to brush the grass and clean any remaining materials like
loose grass fibers

Note: A sand bed is imperative to achieve stability and proper water
drainage. Never install artificial turf directly on black soil! Generally
a layer of road base sand or breaker sand of 5 to 20 centimeters will
suffice, depending on soil conditions. Once laid, the sand pack must
be leveled and compacted.

Make sure the 2 halves are placed as close together as possible.
There cannot be any overlap! This must be done very precisely,
because you want to create a fitted seam. Special seam cutters are
available; please enquire at your supplier.
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